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What you will learn today

 How to implement a successful global annual privacy strategy by using NIST privacy framework, privacy 

expertise and technology

 What is NIST and how it can be used for global privacy compliance

 How technology can help you with your privacy efforts
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2020 privacy highlights & welcome 2021 



2020 privacy highlights

 Privacy in the wake 
of a Pandemic

- Impact of Covid-19
on data transfer

 The CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act of 2018)
- CCPA main developments
- AG Regulations
- AG Enforcement Action 
- CCPA private right of action trend

 Hello CPRA! (California Privacy Rights Act)
- Key changes introduced by the CPRA to the CCPA
- What comes next?
- Be prepared!

Welcome to California! Over to Europe

 The Schrems II Decision
- Death of the EU-US Privacy Shield
- Rise of Standard Contractual Clauses (SCCs)?

 Global trends in Privacy
- Brazil (LGPD)
- China (PIPL, CSL)
- Canada (DCIA, CPPA)
- India (PDPB)
- New Zealand (NZ Privacy Act)
- US federal privacy legislation & other 

state legislation (WA, PA, IL, MA, NY, NJ)



Welcome 2021: global privacy trends 

What should be on your radar in 2021?
 Brexit

- No, GDPR won’t change
- However, there are consequences (e.g., the data flow between 

the UK and the EU)
- The UK will be, and should  be treated as a separate entity from 

the EU

 ePrivacy Directive
- Directive was meant to come into force around the same time as 

the GDPR
- Multiple delays caused by EU members’ inability to agree on the 

final text, now the pandemic

 EDPB guidance & SCCs
- Part 1: Recommendations
- Part 2: SCCs (DPA under Art 28 of the GDPR)

 EDPB guidance & SCCs
- Part 1: Recommendations
- Part 2: Data transfers SCCs (use both by controllers 

and processors as data exporters)

 Cybersecurity (No end to attacks, SI being accessed /NCID)
 DSA and DMA (Digital Service Act & Digital Markets Act)



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS



How to ensure global privacy compliance?



NIST privacy framework













What value does the NIST privacy framework bring?





How to ensure efficient global privacy strategy?



How to perform NIST risk assessment?







How to ensure uniform privacy & cybersecurity compliance?



How does NIST assist with providing uniform 
privacy & cybersecurity approach?



NIST perspective





How technology can facilitate businesses?















Top tips for successful annual privacy strategy



 Evaluate your current privacy practices on 
the basis of a standard global 
privacy framework, such as NIST;

 Assess the current privacy risk;

 Create an annual privacy project plan by 
taking into consideration your current 
privacy posture, the evaluated privacy risk, 
the global privacy developments, as well 
as your specific business needs and 
budget;

 Assign an experienced privacy expert (e.g., 
external DPO) with proven global expertise 
to coordinate the privacy efforts;

 Implement the planned tasks and review 
success rate at the end of 2021.

 Use the NIST Privacy Framework to help 
meet your privacy goals!

 Explore Privacy Framework 
implementation resources

 Crosswalks (e.g., CCPA, GDPR)

 Privacy Risk Assessment 
Methodology

 Quick Start Guide for Small and 
Medium Businesses

 Technology can help in three areas -
process, content and monitoring / 
reporting.

 Use technology to support a well-defined 
process that includes stakeholders from 
across the organization.

 Get the best return on your investment in 
the NIST Privacy Framework by leveraging 
crosswalks to achieve compliance with 
other named frameworks.

 Monitor and communicate your progress 
on the implementation of NIST Privacy to 
show progress on improving your security 
& privacy control posture.

Top tips for successful annual privacy strategy
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 Track global privacy developments, 
expectations, and best practices

 Build consensus and a team early!

 Monitor operational practices to 
identify new processes or material 
changes to existing processes; adopt 
privacy by design principles

 Establish Key Performance Metrics 
(KPIs), a report up, and evangelize 
through the organization!
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THANK YOU
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